COLLAR BUYING GUIDE

Flat Collar
- Attach a Tag
- Attach a Leash

Martingale Collar
- Loose Comfort Fit
- Snugs Up if Dog Pulls
- Won’t Slip Off

Slip Collar
- Helps Manage Dogs that Pull
- Easy to Use
- Quick to Put On

Prong Collar
- Helps Manage Dogs When They Risk Injuring Others

Gentle Leader
- Gentle Control
- Reduces Pulling, Barking, Lunging & Jumping

Harness
- Comfortable
- Wrap Around the Chest and Abdomen

Basket Muzzle
- Prevents Biting
- Dog Can Eat, Drink and Pant with it on
- Can Calm Anxious Dogs

Soft Muzzle
- Prevents Biting
- Dog CANNOT Eat, Drink, or Pant with it on!
- Can be worn longer than a soft muzzle.

NEVER leave a dog with a slip collar unattended! It can choke and cause neck, throat, and spine damage. Stopper strongly recommended.

To prevent choking NEVER use with a tie out.

NEVER leave a dog with a slip collar unattended! It can choke and cause neck, throat, and spine damage. Stopper strongly recommended.

To prevent choking NEVER use with a tie out.

CAN CAUSE PAIN AND INJURY! Use responsibly. Proper placement is up behind the ears along the jawline.

To prevent choking NEVER use with a tie out.

The nose loop gently keeps the dog’s nose pointed in the direction you wish the dog to focus. The dog can still pant and bark and there is no pressure on the throat.

To prevent choking NEVER use with a tie out.

Many styles! Over the head, slip thru, step thru, no pull, front clip, back clip, dual clip, etc.

Do not leave dog unattended.

Can be worn longer than a soft muzzle. Do not leave dog unattended.

Do not use in hot weather. Do not leave dog unattended.

PREVENTS BITING! Dogs cannot eat, drink, or pant with a soft muzzle. DO NOT USE IN HOT WEATHER. Do not leave dog unattended.

ALWAYS adjust to easily slip two fingers between the collar and the pet's neck.

ALWAYS adjust so that when pulled taught (at its smallest) two fingers slip easily between the collar and the pet's neck.

To prevent choking NEVER use with a tie out.
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